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Use case 1 – Standards
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Use case 1 – Standards
Baca et al. 2006: “Cataloging Cultural Objects - a Guide to 
Describing Cultural Works and Their Images” (CCO)
Sample Records encoded in VRA Core 4.0 XML (extended)
test-case for metadata editor Ziziphus






Use case is based on work by A. Dober, poster @ DARIAH-DE Grand Tour 2018
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Use case 1
神奈川沖浪裏 Under the Wave off Kanagawa (Kanagawa oki nami ura), also known as 
The Great Wave, from the series 富嶽三十六景 Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji (Fugaku
sanjūrokkei)
葛飾北斎 Katsushika Hokusai (1760–1849); ca. 1830–32 
Polychrome woodblock print, ink and color on paper, 25.7 x 37.9 cm
The Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York), JP1847
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Use case 1 - Scripts and transliteration 
<titleSet>
<title pref="true" lang="jpn" script="Jpan" type="creator">神奈川沖浪裏</title>
<title pref="false" lang="jpn" script="Latn" transliteration="hepburn“
type="other">Kanagawa oki nami ura</title>




<title pref="false" lang="eng" script="Latn" type=“popular">The Great Wave</title>
</titleSet>
Instead of xml:lang we used a combination of 
• @lang (following ISO 639-2B)
• @script (following ISO 15924)
• @transliteration (following ALA-LC guidance)
“Title” is the title in original script
• Plus transcription
• Plus translation(s) 
• Plus variant tiltles
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For non-Gregorian dates we introduced an element <alternativeNotation> of type string.
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Use case 2 - OCR
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Use case 2 - OCR
“Early Chinese Periodicals Online” (ECPO)
Republican press, digitized, metadata, open access 
https://uni-heidelberg.de/ecpo
>280.000 scans, ca. 1/3 xiaobao Entertainment newspapers
Jingbao晶報, 1919-1940, “rainbow press”
ca. 17.500 pages, ca 9.100 scans, 4214 issues
Manually analyzed content: 
- metadata records for articles (5368), images (3001), 
advertisements (5849)
- Most April issues recorded
No fulltext (except for advertisements)
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Use case 2 - OCR
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Expanding data: towards fulltext
• Manual typing not feasible 
• Professional double-keying very expensive
• OCR often unusable
• Document: dense layout, normal segmentation fails
• Image: noisy, secondary copies with stains/scratches
• Characters: special characters (emphasis), handwriting
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Segmentation / image pre-processing required
• Problem:
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Segmentation / image pre-processing required
• Problem:
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Segmentation - I
• Page segmentation (pattern recognition/computer vision)
• Analyze layout of page, use page-internal structures
• Identify semantic units
• Generate co-ordinates, relate them to items, store in DB
Segmentation - II
• Page segmentation (crowdsourcing)
• Pilot project with Pallas Ludens GmbH
• Let the crowd help analyzing the pages






• Non-Chinese speaking community!
Processing
2. Page segmentation (computer vision/ocr)
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Processing
2. Page segmentation (computer vision/ocr)




2. Page segmentation (crowdsourcing)
• drawing – correcting – grouping 
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JSON output
Database implementation




• Proof of concept





1. Page segmentation can be outsourced to expert crowd
• Requires supervision 
• Advanced user interfaces (high usability, efficiency)
• Crowd should read Chinese (semantic grouping)
2. Jingbao晶報 1919-21 completely segmented with qualified 
boxes, issues of April 1919 with semantic units
3. Inhouse project: Develop OCR workflow
• Bounding boxes – segments via IIIF service – image
optimization – OCR – dictionary – connect to database
• Create ground truth (small set of issues)
• Looking for partners / co-op projects
Use case 3 – Authority data
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Use case 3 – Authority data
Early Chinese Periodicals Online 
“by-product” >47.000 agent names:
e.g. authors, editors, photographers, groups, corporations, depicted 
(on images) or mentioned (in articles/advertisements)
Challenges/tasks: 
• identify agents, 
• assign names, 
• reference to external authorities
Approach: Cross-database Agent service
Aim: curated list of Agents; feed additional information back to 
authorities (GND or Wikidata)
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47.245 agents, 163.408 occurrences, 15 ‘languages’
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